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INTRODUCTION                       

             Aesthetics, Poetry and Poetics have through ages been taught and learnt in 
Indian soil as a single discipline of knowledge. To appreciate the poetic environment 
of Indian Aesthetics one needs to be introduced to certain essential terms of Indian 
Poetics. The major terms to be understood to appreciate are: Sahtitya, Kavi, Kavyam, 
Sahrdaya, Rasa, Guna, Alankara, Riti, Dhvani, Anumana, Vakrokti and Aucitya. 
Besides these terms,  Vastu, Neta, Sabda Vrittis, Sayya, Paka, Kavya Bhedas etc are 
also to be well understood. Here let a procedural approach be made to explain how 
Poetry and Poetics can rule the domain of Aesthetic Experience in Sanskrit .  
 

1. VARIOUS MEANINGS OF THE WORD SAHITYA 
              

              The word SAHITYA has manifold meanings in Sanskrit language. Its nature 
and scope vary from situation to situation. The following are some of the important 
meanings of the word SAHITYA. 
 

1.1 Sahitya as the Collection of Sanskrit Literary types on all Branches of 
Learning 
 

               Broadly the word SAHITYA stands for the entire collection of writings on 
all branches of learning.(समि सवशा ाणा ंसािह यिमित क यत े- व ोि जीिवत ेकु तक:।).  
That can belong to a particular culture through ages but should be in the same 
language. This covers - The Vedas, Dharmasastras, Darsanas, Six ancillary Sastras of 
the Vedas - Siksha,  Vyakarana, Nirukta, Jyotisha, Chandas and Kalpa, Itihasas, 18 
Puranas, 18 Upa Puranas, 18 Auapa Puranas, Katha sahitya, Historical Kavyas, Niti 
Sahitya, 64 kalas, 700 Pancali Kalas and so on.  
 

1.2  Sahitya is the collection all creative writings   
 

              The second popular meaning of SAHITYA is the entire collection of creative 
writings with all literary virtues particularly consisting of high excellence of aesthetic 
emotion. (िहतने सिहत ंसािह यम।् िहत  रस:। अत: रसने सिहत ंसािह यम।् - व ोि जीिवत े
कु तक:।).  All poetic activity in Sanskrit from  the first poet Valmiki to Jagannatha and 
others even of our contemporary times having a galaxy of writers such as (who 
produced epics, puranas, metrical compositions, classical prose writings and dramas 
of different types and so on) Vyasa, Bhasa, Kalidasa, Bharavi, Magha, Asvaghosha, 
Bhartrhari, Bana, Bhavabhuti, Bhattanarayana, Murari, Sriharsha, Visakhadatta, 
Sudraka, Jayadeva, Mayura, Amaruka and and others in between comes under this 
head of SAHITYA.  
 

1.3 Sahitya is Art of Writing Poetry or The Principles of Literary Criticism  
 

             Besides the above two meanings there is another meaning for the word 
SAHITYA. That is the art and science of writing, appreciating and assessing a 
KAVYA. SAHITYA SASTRAM, ALANKARA SASTRAM, KAVYA SASTRAM, 
SAUNDARYA SASTRAM, KRIYAVIDHI and KRIYAKALPA are very widely used as 
synonyms.  
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 2.1 KAVI, KAVYAM and SAHRDAYA (POET, POETY and CRITIC) 
 

           Now it is essential to understand the three most important terms next in order after Sahitya i.e. Kavi, Kavya and 
Sahrdaya.  This trio of terms rules the entire domain of the Creative Literary Art in Sanskrit. In the absence of this trio 
the literary world is just a void space. 
 

2.2 KAVI is not POET               

           In loose terms usually people translate the term KAVI as POET in English. But the word POET is too little 
word to cover what is meant by the word KAVI.  A Poet is confined to the activity of composing metrical lines with 
emotional touch.  
Creative writers in Prose and Dramatists are different from poets in western tradition. Where as a KAVI includes all 
the activity of poets, creative prose writers and dramatists. The word KAVI is defined very interestingly in the 
following manner: 
 

“किव: ा तदश । अतीतानागतिवषय :। कव:े कम का म।्” – A traditional notion.  
“KAVI is one who can vision into past and future. His activity is KAVYAM.” 
 

“नानिृष: कु त ेका म।् ऋिष  कलदशनात।् त व या च दशनम।्”– Bhatta Tauta the Preceptor of Abhinava Gutpaacarya 
 

“Unless one is a SEER (Rshi) cannot become a KAVI.   One becomes a Rshi because of ability to vision. That is also 
the vision of the Essence of Life.” 
Thus KAVI and KAVYA are unique Sanskrit words with no equivalents in English. As there are no English  
equivalents, the words Poet and Poetry are generally considered synonymous with KAVI and KAVYA. Here in this 
context also these two English terms are taken for practical purpose of understanding.  
 

2.3 KAVYA and its Various Popular Definitions  
 

            As it has just been specified KAVYAM is not merely a metrical composition. It can be even a Prose writing or 
a Drama or a Prose-Metre Mixed composition. The definition of Kavya from this stand point of view gives a clear 
idea of what the Sanskrit literary tradition preaches through this term.  
 

श दाथ  सिहतौ का म ्- भामह:।  
 

Word and sense with proximity of togetherness  make Poetry 
 

अदोषौ साल कारौ श दाथ  का म ्- उ ट:। 
 

Word and sense devoid of blemishes and consist of figures of  speech together make Poetry 
 

का श दोऽय ंगणुाल कारसं कृतयो श दाथयोवतत।े - वामन:।  
 

Poetry is the name given to such word and sense which are  elevated with the content of poetic virtues and figures of 
speech. 
 

स दय दया ला दश दाथमय वमवे िह का ल णम ्- आन दवधन:।  
 

Such Word and sense which can please  the minds of noble critics can be called Poetry. 
 

तददोषौ श दाथ  सगणुावनल कृती पनु: ािप। - म मट:।  
 

Word and sense devoid of  blemishes and endowed with poetic virtues and a few figures of speech make Poetry. 
 

श दाथ  िनद षौ सगणुौ ाय साल कारौ का म ्- वाग़भट:।  
 

Fault free Word and sense possessing poetic virtues and frequent use of  figures of speech make Poetry. 
Accordingly Samskrita Kavya Sahitya is classified in the following manner.  
Broadly KAVYA is of two types as:  
a) SRAVYA KAVYA  is one which is heard and enjoyed. 
b) DRSYA KAVYA  is one which is seen and enjoyed. 
Again this SRAVYA KAVYA is: 
Gadyam (Prose), Padyam (Metrical) and Ubhayamayam or Campu (Mix of Prose and Metre). 
PADYA KAVYA is of further divided as: 
i) Mahakavya  ii) Khanda Kavya and iii) Laghu kavya 
Of these three , Mahakavya is defined to have the following characteristics:  
 

सगब धो महाका  ंमहता ंच मह  यत।् 
अ ा यश दम य ंच साल कारं सदा यम।्। इित भामहने (१) 
 

इितहासकथो भतूिमतर ा सदा यम।् 
चतवुगफलाय चतरुोदा नायकम।्। इित दि डना (२) 
 

सगब धो महाका  ंत केो नायक सरुः। 
इितहासो व ंवृ म य ा स ना यम।् 
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च वार त य वगा यु ते वकंे च फल ंभवते।्। इित िव नाथने (३) 
 

           Accordingly it is a Mayakavya which is very large in size with hundreds of metrical units (slokas) in it being 
divided into several sargas (cantos) with a lower limit of 8 in number and with no higher limit. It is grand in nature                    
                 with high aesthetic element of causing inexplicable bliss.  It should be free from rustic usages and should be 
with all niceties of meaning embellished by different figures of speech and being about a noble person’s story taken 
from any of the Epics or popular legends. One of the four human objects or some of them should be the end result of 
this writing. The hero should be a Sublime one.  
                Some of the popular Mahakavyas are:  Raghuvamsa, Kumarasambhava, Kiratarjuniya, Sisupalavadha, 
Naishadhiya Charita, Buddhacharita, Saundarananda Mahakavya  etc., 
Khandakavyas are writings such as: Meghasandesa, Manoduta, Uddhavaduta etc., The Khandakavyas are smaller in 
theme and size when compared to Mahakavyas.  
While Laghu kavyas are still tinier than Khanda Kavyas. The other names of Laghu Kavyas are: Caatu Prabandas 
or Kshudra Kavyas (the word Kshudra refers to the tininess of the writing and not of its quality). There are many 
types of Laghu kavyas such as: Muktaka, Dvika, Trika, Sandaanitaka, Kalaaapaka, Kulaka, Kosha, Taravali, 
Birudaavali, Bhogavali etc., 
 

DRSYA KAVAS are of 10 major Types:  
 

Natakam, Prakaranam, Bana, Prahasanam, Dima, Vyayoga, Samavakara, Vithi, Anka and Iha Mrga.  
Further there are 18 Minor types of dramas (Uparupakas) viz. Natika, Trotaka, Goshthi, Sattaka, Natyarasaka, 
Prasthanaka, Ullapyaka, Kavya, Prenkhana, Rasaka, Samlapaka, Srigadita, Shilpaka, Vilasika, Durmallika, 
Prkarinika, Hallisha and Bhanika. Each of these types of writings have their own peculiar characteristics and 
thousands of writings are produced representing each of these types of writings. All these are different types writings 
coming under the second head of definition for Sahitya. 
 

2.4 Sahrdaya or Critic  
 

             One who is well versed in Sahitya Sastra is technically called SAHRDAYA, VIMARSAKA, SAJJANA, 
UTTAMAHA, RASIKA, BHAVUKA and RASAJNA. One who studies the art and science of SAHITYA acquire the 
following abilities: 
i)  He can create first rate poetry and can become a KAVI by himself. 
ii) He can appreciate all kinds of creative writings 
iii) He can assess and evaluate the grades of writings 
iv) He can guide the society on the ideal lines instructed in the Kavyas 
v) He can be an exemplary person in the society. 
vi) He can become a trained Crit 
            While POETICS is the English equivalent of SAHITYASASTRA, CRITIC is the equivalent of SAHRDAYA. 
Connoisseur, viewer, spectator are some synonyms of it. To say in brief The Science of ALANKARA SASTRA 
widely deals with all the PRINCIPLES OF LITERARY CRITICISM.  
 

3.1 MAJOR THEORIES OF SANSKRIT POETICS AND AESTHETIC EXPERIENCE  
              A grand list of AALANKARAIKAS or exponents on poetics like  Bharata, Bhamaha, Dandi, Udbhata, 
Vamana, Rudrata, Anandavardhana, Kuntaka, Khsemendra, Abhinavagupta, Mammata, Visvanatha, Rajasekhara, 
Pratiharenduraja, Hemacandra, Vagbhata I, Vagbhata II,  Vidyanatha,Bhojaraja, Jagannatha, Visvesvara Pandita, 
Dhanajaya, Sagaranandi, Sarada Tanaya, Amrtananda Yogi, Acyutaraya and others attracts the readers in this field of 
Sahitya Sastra.  The contribution of all these Aalankarikas to the field of Sanskrit Poetics is unique and of great value.  
Each one of these exponents on Poetics spoke of different ways of Poetic Excellence ending in the Aesthetic 
Experience of high value and state.  The contribution of the Alankarikas can be categorized in the following manner: 
 

3.2 BHARATA’S Theory of RASA (The Highest State of Aesthetic Experience) 
 

              It is said to be the highest of all pleasures and almost said to be the equivalent of Brahmananda i.e. The Bliss 
that one attains by understanding the Parabrahma Tattva or the Highest Cause of the Universe .  
The further discussions on this Theory of Rasa by the scholars like Bhatta Lollata, Sri Sankuka, Bhatta Naayaka and 
Abhinava Gupta play a very prominent role in understand the heights of Rasa Delineation and Bliss as the outcome of 
Aesthetic Experience.  
           According to Bharata the purview of RASA (Sentiment) in a KAVYA is all pervasive. No single literary 
expression is possible in the absence of RASA. Rasas are nine number viz. Srngara (Love), Hasya (Humor), Karuna 
(Pathos), Vira (Valor), Raudra (Fury), Bhayanaka (Fear), Bibhatsa (Disgust), Adbhuta (Marvel) and Santa 
(Tranquility).   These are produced from some causes in the forms of locus and exciting environment, effects resulted 
from situational influences and passing moods that favor as the supporting causes in producing these nine sentiments. 
All the Indian poetic scholars with a single voice accept that RASA is the highest source of Aesthetic Experience for 
any connoisseur. Here the commentators like Bhattanayaka and Abhinavagupta speak of the interference of the three 
gunas or human tendencies of ego i.e. Sattva, Rajas and Tamas as the true source for reaching such Aesthetic Ecstatic 
State through experiencing the Rasas while reading a Sravya Kavya or while watching a Drsya Kavya (Drama).  
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 3.3 BHAMAHA’s ALANKARA THEORY 
 

           Bhamaha in his text KAVYALANKARA on poetics says that ALANAKARAs or the Figures of Speech are the 
source of poetic excellence and ultimate Aesthetic experience. He maintains the view that the ALANKARA is the 
SOUL of KAVYA. According to him ALANKARA is the excellence in expression that springs from the Poet’s 
Imagination and  Poetic Fancy. Alankaras or Figures of speech according to him are broadly of two types as Sabda 
Alankaras (Figures of Speech based on the charms of Syllabic arrangement in words such as Anuprasa or alliteration) 
and Artha Alankaras (Figures of Speech .  
 

3.4 DANDIN’S GUNA THEORY 
            Dandin though explicitly doesn’t say that GUNAS are the Soul of poetry his views on GUNAS maintain the 
same spirit. He accepted 10 PRIME GUNAS that are essential for writing poetry in the absence of which such 
writings are not fit to be called POETRY.  
 

3.5 VAMANA’s THEORY OF RITI  
            Vamana for the first time in the history of POETICS very boldly uses the term KAVYAATMA and he shows 
it in his RITI Theory. According to him RITI is the SOUL of POETRY. He proclaims, “ रीितरा मा का य ’’. He 
further says that there are three Ritis by name VAIDARBHI, GAUDI and PAANCHALI. He illustrates them with all 
details.  
 

3.6 THE THREE PARALLEL THEORIES OFANANDAVARDHANA, KUNTAKA AND MAHIMABHATTA 
 

            Anandavardhana, the sovereign of Alankarikas, propounded Dhvani as the most powerful and potential 
source of Poetic Excellence and Aesthetic Experience of high value (का या मा विन:। का या मा स एवाथ: 
तथाचा दकव:े परुा। ौ िवयोगो थ: शोक: ोक वमागत:।। तीयमानम ्पनुर यदवे व वि त वाणीष ुमहाकवीनाम्।) Shifting to 
a different nomenclature, Kuntaka says, that the Poetic Excellence prevails in Vakrokti (व ोि रेव 
वदै यभ गीभिणित यत।े). Mahimabhatta traces this out in Anumiti element. And Kshemendra declares decorum as 
the source of Poetic excellence. (औिच य य चम कारका रण ा चवण।े रसजीिवतभतू य िवचारं कु तऽेधनुा ।।) Regarding 
how the word and sense contribute for Poetic Excellence the following Karika of Kuntaka can  be a worthy support.   
 

“श दो िववि ताथकवाचकोऽ यषे ुस विप। 
अथ: स दया लादका र व प दसु दर:।।” व.जी. क रका ९  
“While there are several other words to convey a particular sense, the word which is capable of conveying the sense 
with desired effect of poet alone should be chosen. The sense too having equipped with all its natural beauty must be 
pleasing the hearts of the literary experts.”  
 

        When such word and sense are employed in a piece of poetry, those will have an eternal effect over all 
generations.  That shall be a high mark of Poetic Excellence.  
 

3.7 AUCITYA THEORY OF KSHEMENDRA 
            ‘Aucitya’ is the Indian equivalent of Decorum. It is the principle of propriety in the Sanskrit literature. Aucitya 
emits its charms in the process of aesthetic experience, being the very LIFE PRINCIPLE of RASA.  Decorum is a 
state of propriety expected in all literary compositions according to western poetics. In the field of literary criticism it 
is used in the sense of the appropriateness or propriety or fitness of any element of a literary work, such as style or 
tone, words, actions, mannerisms, volume and general delivery to its particular circumstance or to the composition as 
a whole may it be in  poetry or drama.  
 

4.1 THE AESTHETIC ELEMENTS IN POETRY 
 

            Whether it is a Drama or a Sravya Kavya - The Plot, The Characters, The Dialogue, The Dramatic 
Atmosphere, The out look of life, The presentation mode and the Intonation techniques are all the salient sources of 
Aesthetic Pleasure  in all of them.  Hence Poetry is considered as the Vermilion mark (Sindura Tilaka) on the forehead 
of Goddess of Speech. Poetry is the nectarous stream of the Mother Goddess’s grace up on the world. The mystifying 
BLISS is the form of Poetry. Poetry is the TRUTH ULITME (SATYAM).  Poetry is the manifestation of 
AUSPICIOUSNESS HIGHEST (SIVAM), Poetry is the BEAUTY PEERLESS (SUNDARAM). Aesthetic experience 
is the state ecstatic one should aim at to reach. Every poet should strive to contemplate upon writing poetry with the 
prime purpose of achieving global fraternity through aesthetic delight by respectfully getting their source inspiration 
from the perennial writings of the celebrated poets of past. The coincidental agreement of thoughts of the exponents of 
both the Indian and western poetics is the mark of the universal aspiration of the world of poets for the well being of 
the entire mankind. 
 

4.2 CONCLUSION 
 

                  It is the time to march into future making the entire world filled with aesthetic appeal, aesthetic beauty and 
aesthetic bliss.  This should be the ultimate purpose to be achieved by every poet or critic.  


